[The cerebral cortex: structure, interrelations of neurons, functional columnar organization].
The cerebral cortex develops from a portion of the telencephalic vesicle. Cells originating from the germinal zone surrounding the lumen migrate peripherally to form the cortical mantle. During the fetal life, cortical neurons begin to form six horizontal layers. Cells formed at the same time migrate to the same cortical layer, cells migrating later pass through deep layers to form more superficial laminae. A six layer cellular organization is characteristic of the entire neopallium, which is referred to as the neocortex. The paleopallium--olfactory cortex--and the archipallium--hippocampal formation and dentate gyrus--have three basic layers and collectively constitute the allocortex. Through the course of evolution, the cerebral cortex has increased enormously in surface area but not in thickness, a trend that can be seen even in the relatively short period of primate evolution. The human cortex is only about 15% thicker than that of the macaque monkey but is at least 10 times greater in area. To understand how this complex structure functions we need to examine its unique internal cellular arrangement.